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Abstract. The ranges of small doses should be more accurately defined and
differentiated. The linear nonthreshold conception is of an ethical character. Collective
doses should not be used for assessment and limiting of risk without restrictions in the case
of minimal doses. Recording of all kind of exposures is important, not just the occupational
one. The hormesis and mutagenesis in small doses range do not exclude each other. They
are parallel effects.

Low doses mean dreams of roses in Radiobiology. For Radiation Protection they are
consider as black clouds. Low doses are essential problem for Human Radiobiology . It,
however, forces the radiation protection to ask itself too often whom to protect and how
much to protect. During the last decades this problem has gradually lost its purely scientific
outline in spite of increasing information. It is becoming to a high degree an ethical
problem. Here we are trying to analyse only some of aspects of the problem "biological
effects from low doses and dose rates of ionizing radiation". This is an area where still
many questions could be asked. Probably it is time to learn asking such questions that can
afford right answers.

1. Let us begin with the point, that every scientific research should determine its
subject clearly. As to the problem "low doses and biological effect", we are immediately
facing at least two vague definitions.

A. Which dose is low dose? Many definitions are presented, no one is generally
accepted. Let us consider one of the most frequently cited values: low doses are the ones
below 0,2 Gy absorbed dose or below 0,2 Sv equivalent dose. It should be noted that doses
from natural radiation background, e.g. about 0,3 mSv/a, vary within a very wide range:
from 0,3 mSv to 200 mSv. The ratio is nearly 1:1000! Regarding the "big doses", the ratio
is only 1:10. Distinctive somatic determinate effects are manifested from about 1 Gy to
about 10 Gy going to the man lethal dose . The general vagueness became extremely wide
if we add the time indetermination during that "small dose" is accumulated. How can we
compare man exposure of 0,3 mSv per anum with that of 200 mSv per week?

B. How does we interpret "biological effect"? The living organism, even the
simplest one, is a multistage hierarchical system. Consider the carcinogenesis, distances
from a primary chromosome break to an individual death of cancer are comparable to those
from a quark in the Earth centre to the black hollow in "Swan" star constellation.

Both in A and B cases, an exact definition of doses' subranges and areas of effects
are necessary.
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2. Radiobiology proposes to Radiation Protection for somatic effects in small doses
range the linear nonthreshold conception. In the light of all available experimental,
epidemiological, theoretical, etc. data, we should admit that this is an ethical hypothesis
rather than a scientific one. It could neither be proved nor disproved by biological and
medical argument. We should not be afraid assuming that. As the Austrian mathematician
K. Godel already stated during the thirties, such statements can be formulated in any
logically completed system of concepts. In this way, the linear nonthreshold conception
does not describe the biological effect of small doses. It just postulates them, and nothing
can be neither added nor taken out. The essential point is not whether such conception is
true or not. The question goes to limits Radiation Protection should apply this hypothesis.

Except the ethics, there is at least one very important consideration. It is accepted,
radiation risk assessment to be based on committed collective dose (CCD). The limitation
of risk means a limitation of CCD. The cost of 1 man-Sv, however, sharply increases when
the doses get lower and close to natural background. So is the cost of control, which
should simply specify the extent of this exposure. A generally acceptable and reasonable
limit has to be found. It should be accepted, backed with arguments and made public with
consensus. H. Rossy warned about the risk lying in the unlimited application of CCD 25
years ago. After 1986, a public sensitivity was growing towards exposure of any kind .
For an ordinary person, risk to benefit constellation is far no convincing. The principles of
radiation protection harmonisation , even ALARA, should be formulated more accurately
and firmly. We need to establish an inferior limit, where no protection is needed even
from the ethical point of view.This is a difficult question, not because an answer is
lacking, but because there are many solutions. Their choice and acceptance are one of the
most important tasks of Radiobiology and Radiation Protection. The time of amorphous
formulations might be over.

3. Currently, occupational exposure is more and more approaching the public
exposure level from natural radiation background. A special attention is needed to
following:

A. In case occupational exposure is recording, exposure from natural radiation
background should be determined as well.

B. Medical exposure should be registered by a separately created system.
C. More serious attentions need to be paid to exposure recording from radon and

its daughters. The problem of radon is one of the most essential problems of Radiation
Protection nowadays. From theoretical point of view there are variety unsolved questions
concerning carcinogenesis for instance.

D. It is high time to think over the problem of standardising the radiation impact,
taking into account all exposure sources, not just the occupational one.

4. Stochastic genetic (hereditary) effects are a specific item in Radiobiology. Up to
now such effects have not been proved in man, including the progeny of the Japanese
atomic bombs' survivors. The use of man radiation risk coefficients extrapolated by
experimental data on mouse and plant seems to a manifestation of conservatism.

5. For decades Radiobiology seems to be afraid of the concept "Hormesis". It has
nothing to do with the principles of radiation protection, but simply with a number of
recorded effects of stimulating &nd accumulating action of small doses. It is true that the
mechanisms of these effects are not clarified, but same could be stated for mutagenesis as
well. These mechanisms and effects do not exclude each other, they might exist in parallel.
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